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I. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS16

A. Single crystal growth17

CoSi single crystals were grown in Te-flux. The high purity starting materials Co (99.95%, Alfa18

Aesar), Si (99.999%, Chempur) and Te (99.9999%, Alfa Aesar) were mixed in the molar ratio of19

1:1:20. All materials were kept in a cylindrical alumina crucible and sealed in a quartz tube. The20

entire assembly was heated to 1050 ◦C at a rate of 100 ◦C/h, and held there for for 15 h to ensure21

a homogeneous mixture. Successively, the sample was cooled to 700 ◦C at a rate of 2 ◦C/h, and22

extra Te-flux was removed by centrifugation at 700 ◦C. High quality CoSi single crystals in the23

mm-range resulted from this growth protocol.24

B. Focused-ion-beam (FIB) microstructuring25

100 × 40 × 2 µm thin slabs were cut out from a CoSi single crystal via a FEI Helios Plasma26

FIB using Xe-ions. The lamella was then transferred to a sapphire substrate ex-situ with a micro-27

manipulator and glued down with the red araldite epoxy. Afer that it was structured to the designed28

geometry with the Plasma FIB.29

C. Details of ab-initio band structure calculation30

Electronic band structures of CoSi were calculated by density functional theory (DFT) using the31

full-potential local-orbital code (FPLO)1 with a localized atomic basis and full potential treatment.32

The exchange and correlation energies were considered in the generalized gradient approximation33

level2. To calculate the Fermi surface, we projected Bloch states onto high symmetric atomic-34

orbital-like Wannier functions and constructed tight-binding model Hamiltonian.35

II. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FERMI SURFACES AT R-POINT36

A. Fermi surface Identity37

Following the band character identification in band structure calculations [Fig. 2(d)] presented38

in the main manuscript, the four corresponding Fermi surfaces are also labelled as 1+, 1−, 2+
39
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and 2− (Fig. S1). Here 1 and 2 denote the orbit character while +/- stand for the spin character.40

Note that the sizes of 1- and 2- Fermi surfaces are larger than their spin-opposite counterpart due41

to spin-orbit-coupling as discussed in Sec. II C. For the clarification we separate them into two42

pairs: 1+/2+ and 1−/2−. Due to crystalline symmetry, these Fermi surfaces intersect exactly at the43

Brillouin zone boundary.44

B. Slice-and-view of Fermi surfaces45

To further demonstrate the Fermi surface geometry, the slice-and-view of the four Fermi sur-46

faces is displayed in Fig. S2. As slicing from the top to the bottom of the Fermi surfaces, the slice47

section changes from ellipsoidal to circular and then back to ellipsoidal. Note that the ellipsoids48

from the top and bottom slice are elongated along orthogonal directions. This orthogonality is49

generally true for all Fermi surfaces [Fig. S2 (a) and (b)]. The combination of all sliced orbits, as50

displayed in Fig. S2 (c), show both crossings at the high symmetry plane and crossings protected51

by quasi-symmetry.52

The Fermi surface orbits with field applied along different directions are shown in Fig. S3 (b)53

which demonstrate the evolution of degeneracies at the Fermi surfaces. For all four field directions54

displayed, the Fermi surface orbits are intersecting at multiple k-points. Degeneracies occur at the55

Brilloiun zone boundary are protected by crystalline symmetry, while the others located at low56

symmetry k-points are formed due to quasi-symmetry. These two different types of degeneracies57

are denoted with different colors on Fig. S3 (b). The momentum difference from R-point ∆k58

as a function of angle φ with different applied field directions is presented in Fig. S3 (c) with φ59

defined in S3 (b). Two different types of degenerate points are marked with pink and blue circle60

respectively.61

C. Influence of spin-orbit-coupling62

In this section, we discuss the influence of spin-orbit-coupling (SOC) on band structure. With-63

out SOC, the spin dengeneracy is preserved and therefore all bands are at least two-fold degenerate64

throughout the Brilloiun zone. At the boundary of the Brilloiun zone, the crystalline symmetry en-65

forces a four-fold band degeneracy, as revealed by the ab-initio band structure calculation [Fig. S466

(a)]. If the SOC is included, spin degeneracy will be lifted therefore all bands are non-degenerate67
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except either at the high symmetry planes or the quasi-symmetry protected planes [Fig. S4(b)].68

This difference is exemplified for the Fermi surface orbits with different field directions. When the69

magnetic field is applied along [100] axis, the non-SOC orbits are four-fold degenerate [Fig. S470

(c)] while for SOC-included case the orbits are doubly degenerate [Fig. S4 (d)]. In the meantime71

for B//[110] the non-SOC orbits are doubly degenerate except at the high symmetry lines [Fig.72

S4 (e)], while for SOC-included case the four orbits are almost singly degenerate [Fig. S4 (f)]73

yet displays a complex intersecting pattern with degeneracies occur only at certain k-point. The74

three-dimensional (3D) view of the Fermi surfaces for both non-SOC and SOC-included cases are75

displayed in Fig. S4 (g) and (h) respectively.76

III. NEAR-DEGENERACY DUE TO QUASI-SYMMETRY77

To display the near-degeneracy due to quasi-symmetries, Fermi surfaces with different orbital78

and spin characters, namely 1+/2− and 1−/2+, are paired up (Fig. S5). The intersections between79

the Fermi surfaces form four rings for each pair and therefore eight rings in total. As the position80

of the degenerate rings strongly depend on the size and shape of the Fermi surfaces, by tuning the81

Fermi level of the system, the degenerate rings are reshaped and relocated in the Brilloiun zone82

(Fig. S6). When the Fermi level is tuned to the type-II Weyl point located along the R to Γ line, the83

degenerate rings shrink to eight singular Weyl points at the Fermi surface and vanish with further84

reducing the Fermi level. By combining all degenerate rings at different Fermi energy, degenerate85

planes protected by the quasi-symmetry is constructed (Fig. S7). The degenerate planes contain86

eight different planes which are all symmetrically related (Fig. S8).87

IV. SHUBNIKOV–DE HAAS OSCILLATION MEASUREMENTS OF COSI88

Two microstructure devices are fabricated by focused-ion-beam technique in order to perform89

Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillation measurements with field applied along different directions.90

For Device-1, a microbar along [100] axis with a cross section area of 6 by 6 µm2 is fabricated91

[Fig. S9 (a)], and the quantum oscillations are measured with magentic field rotate within the92

(100) plane [Fig. S9 (b)]. This ensures the magnetic field direction is always perpendicular to the93

current direction which eliminates the possible influence of longitudinal magnetotransport. The94

SdH oscillations are measured with a 10-degree-step rotation starting from [001] axis [Fig. S995
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(c)], and the corresponding angle-dependent fast-Fourier-transformation spectrum is displayed in96

Fig. S9 (d). To further investigate the Fermi surface property, another micro-bar along [110] axis is97

fabricated [Fig. S10 (a)]. The magnetic field is therefore rotated from [001] to [110] axis [Fig. S1098

(b)]. Angle-dependent SdH oscillations and corresponding FFT spectrum are displayed in Fig. S1099

(c) and (d) respectively. The angular dependence of oscillation frequency is summarized in Fig.100

S10 (e). Similarly, the experimental results match well with the quasi-symmetry scenario while101

the avoid-crossing prediction failed to explain the experimental results, which further demonstrates102

the importance of quasi-symmetry in CoSi.103

V. CALCULATION OF MAGNETIC BREAKDOWN FIELD104

Theoretically, the magnetic breakdown probability is defined as3:105

P = e−H0/H (S1)

where H0 is the magnetic breakdown field given by:106

H0 =
π

4~e
∆2

v‖v⊥
(S2)

here v‖ and v⊥ stand for the Fermi velocity along two in-plane directions perpendicular to the mag-107

netic field. For example, with field applied along [110] axis, v‖ is the Fermi velocity along [001]108

axis while v⊥ stands for Fermi velocity along [110] direction. From band structure calculation we109

obtained:110

v‖ = 2.11× 105 m/s, v⊥ = 2.64× 105 m/s (S3)

Meanwhile the breakdown gap ∆ ≈ 2 meV as presented in Fig. S11 (d). Therefore the magnetic111

breakdown field is estimated to be around 0.11 T. Such a small magnetic breakdown field supports112

the validity of our quasi-symmetry model. For other field orientations, the breakdown gap remains113

smaller than 2 meV (Fig. S11) and the corresponding breakdown field H0 at any arbitrary field114

direction is always smaller than 0.11 T.115
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VI. THEORETICAL MODELLING116

A. Space group 198 of CoSi117

The chiral crystal CoSi has a space group 198 (SG198), which can be generated by118

S2x = {C2x|12
1
2
0}, C3 = {C3,(111)|000}, (S4)

in addition to the translation sub-group4. Hereafter, the Seitz notation is taken for the non-119

symmorphic symmetry operations, i.e., a point group operation O followed by a translation v =120

viti, labeled as Ô = {O|v} or Ô = {O|v1v2v3}, with ti (i = 1, 2, 3) representing three basis121

vectors for a Bravais lattice in three dimensions [see Fig. 2(a) in the main text] The reciprocal122

space lattice vectors are generated by gi, where gi · tj = 2πδij . The rules for multiplication and123

inversion are defined as124

{O2|v2}{O1|v1} = {O2O1|v2 +O2v1}, (S5)

{O|v}−1 = {O−1| − O−1v}. (S6)

The S2y = {C2y|01
2

1
2
} symmetry can be generated by125

S2y = C−1
3 S2xC3, (S7)

where we take the convention for C3,(111) : (x, y, z) → (y, z, x), leading to C2y = C−1
3,(111)C2x126

C3,(111). Likewise, the S2z symmetry can be given by the combination of S2x, S2y and the transla-127

tion operator Ev = {E|v},128

S2xS2y = {E|001̄}S2z , E001̄S2z. (S8)

Similar to the MnSi in Ref. [5], the symmetry-enforced nodal planes (high symmetry planes)129

also exist for CoSi. On these high-symmetry planes, the two-fold degeneracies are protected by the130

combined anti-unitary symmetries, S2xT , S2yT and S2zT , where T is the time-reversal operator.131

For spinless fermions, T = K with the complex conjugate K, while for the spin-1/2 fermions,132
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T = isyK with sy the Pauli matrix acting on the spin subspace. These operations transform the133

Hamiltonian as134

(S2xT )†H(kx, ky, kz) (S2xT ) = H(−kx, ky, kz), (S9)

(S2yT )†H(kx, ky, kz) (S2yT ) = H(kx,−ky, kz), (S10)

(S2zT )†H(kx, ky, kz) (S2zT ) = H(kx, ky,−kz). (S11)

It indicates that [S2xT ,H(kx = 0, π, ky, kz)] = 0 for the kx = 0, π planes. Likewise, the S2yT -135

invariant (S2zT -invariant) planes are ky = 0, π (kz = 0, π). Moreover, we act the operators S2xT ,136

S2yT and S2zT on the Bloch wave functions at k and find (S2xT )2 = (S2yT )2 = (S2zT )2 = −1137

at the ki = π plane. Thus, S2xT , S2yT and S2zT behave as the time reversal operator for spinful138

fermions, and the two-fold degeneracy on the kx,y,z = π-plane can be guaranteed by these anti-139

unitary symmetries, similar to the Kramers’ theorem, as depicted in Fig. S4(c).140

B. The effective model Hamiltonian around the R-point141

In this section, we construct the effective k·p Hamiltonian around theR-point (kR = (π, π, π)),142

and fit parameters for the k · p bands with the density-functional-theory (DFT) bands.143

We first consider the commutation relations of the symmetry operators S2x, S2y and T in SG198144

for spinless fermions at R, given by145

{S2x, S2y} = 0, [T , S2x] = [T , S2y] = 0 and (S2xT )2 = (S2yT )2 = −1. (S12)

For a common eigen-state |Ψ〉 of S2x with eigenvalue λ and the Hamiltonian, the S2x-146

eigenvalues of the states S2y|Ψ〉, T |Ψ〉 and S2yT |Ψ〉 are given in the following table,147

|Ψ〉 S2y|Ψ〉 T |Ψ〉 S2yT |Ψ〉

S2x λ −λ λ∗ = −λ −λ∗ = λ
148

from which we find |Ψ〉, S2yT |Ψ〉 and S2y|Ψ〉, T |Ψ〉 carry opposite S2x-eigenvalues. Here149

we have used the fact that λ is a purely imaginary number due to S2
2x = −1. Furthermore,150

since (S2yT )2 = −1 and S2yT is an anti-unitary symmetry operator, 〈Ψ|S2yT |Ψ〉 = 0, which151

means the states |Ψ〉 and S2yT |Ψ〉 (S2y|Ψ〉 and T |Ψ〉) are orthogonal to each other. Thus,152
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{|Ψ〉, S2y|Ψ〉, T |Ψ〉, S2yT |Ψ〉} are four independent degenerate eigen-states of the Hamiltonian.153

This proves all the eigen-states of the Hamiltonian at the R-point are four-fold degenerate (without154

spin), and thus supports the discussions in the main text above Eq. (1).155

Next we will construct the effective model on the four-fold degenerate states based on the156

symmetry argument. Let us choose G1, G2 and G3 to be the matrix representations for the S2x,157

S2y, and C3, respectively. Without spin, these matrix representations need to satisfy the relations158

G3
3 = 1, G2

1 = G2
2 = −1, G1G2 = −G2G1, G

−1
3 G1G3 = G2, G

−1
3 G2G3 = −G1G2. (S13)

Moreover, all of them commute with time-reversal symmetry, [G1, T ] = [G2, T ] = [G3, T ] = 0159

for T = K. Thus, one can construct the 4D irreducible representation matrices for G1, G2 and G3160

as161

G3 =


1 0 0 0

0 0 −1 0

0 0 0 1

0 −1 0 0

 , G1 =


0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

−1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0

 = iσyτ0, G2 =


0 0 0 1

0 0 −1 0

0 1 0 0

−1 0 0 0

 = iσxτy.

(S14)

Here we have chosen two sets of Pauli matrices σ and τ to rewrite the four by four matrices.162

Based on the above three transformation matrices for G1, G2 and G3 and time reversal operator163

T = K, we can construct the effective Hamiltonian around the R-point as (without spin)164

Hnon−soc(k) = H0(k) +Hk2(k), (S15)

where the the leading order Hamiltonian reads165

H0(k) = C0σ0τ0 + A1(kxσyτ0 + kyσxτy − kzσzτy), (S16)

and the k2-order Hamiltonian is166

Hk2(k) = B1k
2σ0τ0 + C1(kxkyσzτ0 + kykzσ0τz + kxkzσzτz) + C2(kxkyσxτx

− kykzσ0τx + kxkzσxτ0) + C3(kxkyσxτz − kykzσyτy − kxkzσzτx),
(S17)
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with C0, A1, B1, C1, C2, C3 material-dependent parameters and k =
√
k2
x + k2

y + k2
z .167

Next we will include spin-orbit coupling into the Hamiltonian. To do that, we note that spin is168

a pseudo-vector and behaves exactly the same as a vector due to the lack of inversion, mirror or169

other roto-inversion symmetries for a chiral crystal. Correspondingly, we just need to replace the170

momentum k by the Pauli matrices s of the electron spin to get the effective spin-orbit coupling,171

which is written as172

Hsoc = λ0(sxσyτ0 + syσxτy − szσzτy), (S18)

up to the first order in spin, with the spin-orbit coupling parameter λ0. The full Hamiltonian is173

given by174

HR(k) = Hnon−soc ⊗ s0 +Hsoc. (S19)

For λ0 = 0, one can check that the Hamiltonian HR(k) has a 8-fold degeneracy at R-point175

(k = 0). Once the spin-orbit coupling is turned on, the 8-fold degeneracy at R-point is split into176

a 6-fold (energy λ0) and a 2-fold (energy −3λ0). From the DFT calculation [see Fig. 2(c) in the177

main text], we find that the 6-fold degenerated states have higher energy than that of the 2-fold178

states, which implies λ0 > 0.179

The spin-independent Hamiltonian H0(k) is isotropic with the full rotation symmetry. To see180

that, we could define the emergent angular momentum operators as181

Lx =
1

2
σyτ0, Ly =

1

2
σxτy, Lz = −1

2
σzτy, (S20)

which satisfies the commutation relation [Li, Lj] = iεijkLk with Levi-Civita symbol εijk and182

i = x, y, z. Therefore,H0(k) andHsoc can be re-written as183

H0(k) = C0σ0τ0 + 2A1(k · L), (S21)

Hsoc = 2λ0(s · L), (S22)

which is shown in the Eq. (1) in the main text. Hk2(k) breaks the full rotational symmetry.184

Moreover, we extract the parameters for the R-model in Eq. (S19) by fitting the DFT bands along185

high symmetry lines, shown in Fig. S12. The parameters are186
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C0 = −0.18 eV, λ0 = 0.0075 eV,B1 = 2.123 eV · Å2, A1 = 0.853 eV · Å,

C1 = −0.042 eV · Å2, C2 = 0.546 eV · Å2, C3 = 3.345 eV · Å2.
(S23)

With this set of parameters, the bands near the R-point from the DFT are well reproduced by187

the effective model, shown in Fig. S12 (b).188

C. The perturbation theory around the Fermi energy189

According to the DFT calculation as well as the results from the effectiveRmodel in Eq. (S19),190

we find the near crossings which are consistent with the experimental results. A tiny gap (∼ 1191

meV) for the near crossings is shown in Fig. S13 (a). To understand the origin of this tiny gap,192

we apply the perturbation theory to the model Hamiltonian (S19). We treat H0(k) ⊗ s0 as the193

unperturbed Hamiltonian andHperb = Hsoc +Hk2(k) as the perturbation Hamiltonian.194

We first solve the eigen-problem of the Hamiltonian H0(k) ⊗ s0 and due to its full rota-195

tion symmetry, we choose the spherical coordinate for the momentum k = (kx, ky, kz) =196

k(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ). The eigen-energies of H0(k) ⊗ s0 have two branches E± =197

C0 ± A1k for which each branch has four-fold degeneracy. The four degenerate eigen-wave198

functions of the positive energy branch (E+) are given by199

|ΨA+↑(θ, φ)〉 = |ΨA+(θ, φ)〉 ⊗ (1, 0)T ,

|ΨB+↑(θ, φ)〉 = |ΨB+(θ, φ)〉 ⊗ (1, 0)T ,

|ΨA+↓(θ, φ)〉 = |ΨA+(θ, φ)〉 ⊗ (0, 1)T ,

|ΨB+↓(θ, φ)〉 = |ΨB+(θ, φ)〉 ⊗ (0, 1)T ,

(S24)

where the spin-independent components are200

|ΨA+(θ, φ)〉 = 1√
2

(cos θ cosφ− i sinφ,− cos θ sinφ− i cosφ, 0, sin θ)T , (S25)

|ΨB+(θ, φ)〉 = 1√
2

(−i sin θ cosφ, i sin θ sinφ, 1, i cos θ)T , (S26)

here we use {A+, B+} to label the two bands and {↑, ↓} for the electron spin.201

Then, we can project the angular momentum operator L into the eigenstate subspace and find202
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〈ΨA+(θ, φ)|L|ΨA+(θ, φ)〉 = 〈ΨB+(θ, φ)|L|ΨB+(θ, φ)〉 =
k

2k
, (S27)

〈ΨA+(θ, φ)|L|ΨB+(θ, φ)〉 = 〈ΨB+(θ, φ)|L|ΨA+(θ, φ)〉 = 0, (S28)

which means the emergent angular momentum operator L is projected into the momentum203

direction. Thus up to the first-order perturbation, the spin-orbit coupling term becomes the form204

of λ0
k

(k · s)⊗ I2×2 after projecting into the eigen-state subspace,205

|Ψupper〉 = {|ΨA+↑(θ, φ)〉, |ΨB+↑(θ, φ)〉, |ΨA+↓(θ, φ)〉, |ΨB+↓(θ, φ)〉}, (S29)

which supports the discussions below Eq. (1) in the main text. The identity matrix I2×2 indi-206

cates that the first-order perturbation Hamiltonian of SOC does not couple different bands.207

Next, we can apply the perturbation theory to consider the perturbation Hamiltonian Hperb in208

the subspace |Ψupper〉 order by order. Up to the first-order perturbation, the perturbed Hamiltonian209

Heff(1)
P reads210

Heff(1)
P = (C0 +B1k

2 + A1k)s0ω0 + λ0 (λxsx + λysy + λzsz)ω0

+ C̃k2s0 (dxωx + dyωy + dzωz) .
(S30)

where C̃ = C1 − C2 + C3, and ωx,y,z are Pauli matrices for the {A+, B+} band subspace [+211

means the upper four bands in Eq. (S24)]. The coefficient λx,y,z are defined as212

(λx, λy, λz) = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) = k
|k| , (S31)

and dx,y,z are given by213

dx = cos θ sin2 θ sinφ cosφ(cosφ+ sinφ),

dy = cos θ sin2 θ sinφ cosφ(sin θ + cos θ(cosφ− sinφ)),

dz = sin2 θ sinφ cosφ(cos2 θ + sin θ cos θ(− cosφ+ sinφ)).

(S32)

The perturbation theory is valid only for A1k � λ0 and A1k �
√

3
4
C̃k2. With the parameters214

used in this work [see Eq. (S23)], we can estimate the valid range of the momentum as215
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kmin < k < kmax ⇐ kmin =
λ0

A1

≈ 0.01 Å−1 and kmax =
4A1√

3C̃
≈ 0.7 Å−1. (S33)

The eigen-energies of the effective Hamiltonian (S30) are given by216

Eαβ(k, θ, φ) = C0 +B1k
2 + A1k + αλ0 + β

√
3

4
C̃k2| sin 2φ sin 2θ sin θ|, (S34)

where α = ± and β = ±. These energy dispersions show the exact crossings in Fig. S13(b).217

Note that sin 2φ sin 2θ sin θ = 4kxkykz/k
3, indicating the perturbation correction of Hk2 breaks218

the full rotational symmetry down to three-fold rotational symmetry.219

Next we consider the second-order perturbation corrections, which open a tiny gap for the220

emergent nodal lines [see Fig. S13(c)]. For the second-order perturbation, besides the eigen-state221

basis set |Ψupper〉 in Eq. (S24), we also need to take four negative energy (E−) eigen-states222

|Ψlower〉 = {|ΨA−↑(θ, φ)〉, |ΨB−↑(θ, φ)〉, |ΨA−↓(θ, φ)〉, |ΨB−↓(θ, φ)〉} , (S35)

with the explicit expressions223

|ΨA−↑(θ, φ)〉 = 1√
2

(cos θ cosφ+ i sinφ,− cos θ sinφ+ i cosφ, 0, sin θ, 0, 0, 0, 0)T ,

|ΨB−↑(θ, φ)〉 = 1√
2

(i sin θ cosφ,−i sin θ sinφ, 1,−i cos θ, 0, 0, 0, 0) ,

|ΨA−↓(θ, φ)〉 = 1√
2

(0, 0, 0, 0, cos θ cosφ+ i sinφ,− cos θ sinφ+ i cosφ, 0, sin θ)T ,

|ΨB−↓(θ, φ)〉 = 1√
2

(0, 0, 0, 0, i sin θ cosφ,−i sin θ sinφ, 1,−i cos θ) .

(S36)

224

The second-order perturbed Hamiltonian is given by225

∆Heff(2)
P =

1

∆E

(
〈Ψupper|(Hsoc +Hk2(k))P̂lower(Hsoc +Hk2(k))|Ψupper〉

)
, (S37)

where ∆E = E+ − E− = 2A1k is the energy difference and the projection operator P̂lower =226

|Ψlower〉〈Ψlower| onto the lower four bands in Eq. (S35). To simplify the problem, we only consider227

the mixed terms ofHsoc andHk2(k), given by228
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∆Heff(2)
P =

1

∆E
(〈Ψupper|Hsoc|Ψlower〉〈Ψlower|Hk2(k)|Ψupper〉) + h.c., (S38)

The matrix elements of ∆Heff(2)
P are,229

[
∆Heff(2)

P

]
1,1

= 2 sin2(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ)
(
sin3(θ) sin(φ) + sin(θ) cos2(θ) cos(φ)− cos3(θ)

)
,

(S39)[
∆Heff(2)

P

]
1,2

= sin2(θ) cos(φ)(sin2(θ) sin(2φ) + 2i cos(θ) sin(φ)(cos(θ)(cos(θ) cos(φ)

+ sin(θ)) + sin(φ)(sin2(θ) + i cos(θ)))), (S40)[
∆Heff(2)

P

]
1,3

= 1
4
e−iφ sin(θ) cos(θ)(sin(2φ)(sin(3θ) sin(φ) + 4 cos3(θ))− 8 sin(θ) cos2(θ)

sin(φ) cos2(φ) + 8i cos(θ) sin2(φ) + (−3
2

+ 6i) sin(θ) cos(φ) + (3
2

+ 2i) sin(θ)

cos(3φ)), (S41)[
∆Heff(2)

P

]
1,4

= e−iφ sin(θ)((cos(θ)− 1)(cos2(θ) cos(φ) + i sin(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ)(− cos2(θ)

+ sin(θ)(cos(θ) + i) cos(φ)) + sin(θ) cos(θ) sin2(φ)(−1− i sin(θ) cos(φ)))

− 2i cos2( θ
2
)(−i cos2(θ) cos(φ) cos(2φ) + sin(φ) cos(φ)((cos3(θ) + cos(θ))

cos(φ)− i sin2(θ) cos(φ) + sin(θ) cos2(θ)) + sin(θ) cos(θ) sin2(φ)(sin(θ)

cos(φ) + i))) (S42)

and[
∆Heff(2)

P

]
2,2

= −1
4

sin5(θ) sin(φ) sin(2φ)(
cot2(θ)(−4 cot(θ) csc(φ) + 4 cot(φ)− 1) + csc2(θ) + 3

)
, (S43)[

∆Heff(2)
P

]
2,3

= 1
2
e−iφ sin(θ) cos(θ)(−4 sin(φ)(sin(θ) sin(φ) + (2 + 2i) sin2(

θ

2
) cos2(φ))+

cos2(θ) sin(2φ)(−4i sin2( θ
2
) cos(φ) + 2i sin(θ) + csc(φ)) + cos(θ) csc(φ)

(−(2 + 2i) sin2( θ
2
) sin2(2φ) + sin2( θ

2
) sin(4φ) + 4i sin2(θ) sin3(φ) cos(φ)

+ sin(2φ))), (S44)[
∆Heff(2)

P

]
2,4

= −1
8
e−iφ sin(θ) cos(θ)(8 cos3(θ) sin(2φ)− 16 sin(θ) cos2(θ) sin(φ) cos2(φ)

+ 16i cos(θ) sin2(φ) + cos(φ)(4 sin(3θ) sin2(φ) + (−3 + 12i) sin(θ))

+ (3 + 4i) sin(θ) cos(3φ)), (S45)
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and [
∆Heff(2)

P

]
3,3

= −1
4

sin5(θ) sin(φ) sin(2φ)(
cot2(θ)(−4 cot(θ) csc(φ) + 4 cot(φ)− 1) + csc2(θ) + 3

)
, (S46)[

∆Heff(2)
P

]
3,4

= −i sin2(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ)(2 cos3(θ) cos(φ) + 2 cos2(θ)(sin(θ) + i sin(φ))

+ sin(θ)(sin(2θ) sin(φ)− 2i sin(θ) cos(φ))), (S47)

and[
∆Heff(2)

P

]
4,4

= 2 sin2(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ)(sin3(θ) sin(φ) + sin(θ) cos2(θ) cos(φ)− cos3(θ)),

(S48)

And the other parts are related by conjugation
[
∆Heff(2)

P

]
i,j

=
[
∆Heff(2)

P

]∗
j,i

. The second-order230

perturbation corrections provides the spin-flipping terms in the effective model and thus generates231

a tiny gap for the emergent nodal lines on the Fermi surfaces, as shown in Fig. S13 (c).232

To simplify the above discussion, we can further project the above four-band P model to the233

effective model that only consists of the two bands forming the nodal plane. To do that, we234

consider the eigen-states of the model Hamiltonian (S30) and consider two eigen-states {|α =235

+, β = −〉, |α = −, β = +〉} that give the eigen-energies Eα=+,β=− and Eα=−,β=+ in Eq. S34.236

Within these two eigen-states, the effective HamiltonianHeff(1)
P can be reduced to237

Heff = ε0 + dz(k)σz, (S49)

where ε0 = C0 +B1k
2 +A1k and dz(k) = λ0−

√
3

4
C̃k2| sin 2φ sin 2θ sin θ| = λ0−

√
3C̃ |kxkykz |

k
.238

This Hamiltonian is the exactly two-band model discussed in the main text. Due to the SOC with239

k · s in the P -model (S34), the spin texture is hexagonal on each Fermi surfaces (〈s〉 ∼ αk with240

α = ±). Moreover, we plot the spin texture on Eα=+1,β=−1(k, θ, φ) = ε0 + dz(k) = Ef in241

Fig. S14 (a), and that for Eα=−1,β=+1(k, θ, φ) = ε0 − dz(k) = Ef in Fig. S14 (b). It indicates242

that the crossings between these two Fermi surfaces have opposite spin-polarization. Therefore,243

according to the low-energy effective Hamiltonian, we can conclude that the spin-conservation244

plays the role of the quasi-symmetry.245

Now we discuss the breaking of the quasi-symmetry by second-order perturbation corrections.246

To see that, we can further project Heff(2)
P into the subspace of {|α = +, β = −〉, |α = −, β =247

+〉} and the effective Hamiltonian will include two more terms as248
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Heff(2) = δdx(k)σx + δdy(k)σy, (S50)

which are due to the spin-flipping terms, breaking the quasi-symmetry. As a result, the co-249

dimension of the nodal plane becomes 3 instead of 1, explaining the gap opening. While the250

detailed expressions for δdx and δdy are complex, we give an estimate of the typical magnitude251

of the gap ∆eff(2) = 2
√

(δdx)2 + (δdy)2 ∼ 0.8 meV for kF = 0.13 Å−1, being the same order252

with the DFT estimations [see FIG. S11]. By solving dz(k) = 0 in Eq. (S49), we can find the253

nodal line on the Γ − R −M plane (φ = π/4) that is shown in Fig. S14 (c). Furthermore, we254

calculate the energy gap (
√

(δdx(k))2 + (δdy(k))2) for the nodal line on the Γ − R −M plane,255

shown in Fig. S14 (d). Please note that the gap vanishes for the type-II Weyl point which locates256

at θ = arcsin(
√

2/3) ∼ 0.96 (along the Γ−R line), due to the C3 protection (the two Weyl states257

have different C3-eigenvalues).258

D. The Berry curvature distributions259

In this section, we show the topologically physical consequence for the emergent nodal lines260

(near crossing), characterized by the Berry curvature distributions in the momentum space. We261

calculate the Berry curvature based on the R-model in the Γ − R −M plane. Here, we take a262

standard formula to compute the gauge-invariant Berry curvature263

Ωn(k) = −Im
∑
m6=n

〈n|∇HR(k)|m〉 × 〈m|∇HR(k)|n〉
(Em − En)2

, (S51)

where the velocity operators are given by V̂ = ∇HR(k) , (V̂x, V̂y, V̂z). Similar to the analysis264

in Re. [5] (see Eq. (37) in the Supplementary Materials for the Nature paper of MnSi), we find that265
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S2xT : (kx, ky, kz)→ (−kx, ky, kz) and Ω(kx, ky, kz) = Ω(−kx, ky, kz)


−1 0 0

0 +1 0

0 0 +1

 ,

(S52)

S2yT : (kx, ky, kz)→ (kx,−ky, kz) and Ω(kx, ky, kz) = Ω(kx,−ky, kz)


+1 0 0

0 −1 0

0 0 +1

 ,

(S53)

S2zT : (kx, ky, kz)→ (kx, ky,−kz) and Ω(kx, ky, kz) = Ω(kx, ky,−kz)


+1 0 0

0 +1 0

0 0 −1

 ,

(S54)

where we take the vector for Berry curvature as Ωn(kx, ky, kz) = (Ωn,yz,Ωn,zx,Ωn,xy) for the266

n-th band. The calculated results are shown in Fig. S15 on the Γ− R −M plane, confirming the267

above symmetry requirements. Here we present the Berry curvature for the 1−-band (see the band268

notation in Fig. 2 (d) in the main text). Namely, this band is just the second upper-band from the269

k · p-bands, shown in Fig. S12 (c). The three components are shown in Fig. S15 (a),(b) and (c),270

where the four Fermi surfaces are shown with Ef = −0.06 eV. Moreover, the Berry curvature271

distribution coincides with the emergent nodal lines, illustrated in Fig. S15 (d),(e) and (f). At the272

R-point or Weyl points, the U(1) Berry curvature is not well defined due to degeneracy, which273

corresponds to the singularity. In Fig. S15 (a), (b) and (c), the singularity at the R-points is due to274

the 6-fold degeneracy. And the type-II Weyl points are shown in Fig. S15 (d) for the singularity275

(marked by the dark-red solid circle).276
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Fermi surface 1+

Fermi surface 2+

Fermi surface 1-

Fermi surface 2-

kx
ky

kz

FIG. S1. Fermi surface identification. Two pairs of Fermi surfaces are presented and labelled with their

band characters, consistent with the identification in band structure calculations.
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Fermi surface 1+,1-

Fermi surface 2+,2-

[001]

[100]
[010]

(a)

Fermi surface 1+,1-,2+,2-

(b)

(c)

FIG. S2. (a) and (b) present the slice-and-view of Fermi surfaces 1± and 2± respectively. As one can clearly

see the sliced orbits of 1− or 2− are always larger than 1+ or 2+ at any level. This difference is due to spin

splitting caused by spin-orbital coupling (SOC). (c) The summarized view of all four Fermi surfaces. It

displays four orbits intersect with each other in a complex pattern which results in the degenerate points

protected by either crystalline symmetry or quasi-symmetry.
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∆k

FIG. S3. (a) Illustration of the rotation of magnetic field and the corresponding extremal cross section

of Fermi surfaces. Here θ is defined as the angle between field direction and [001] direction, while the

square planes stand for the planes perpendicular to the magnetic field. (b) Angle-dependent Fermi surface

orbits. The crystalline symmetry and quasi-symmetry protected degeneracies are denoted with pink and

blue circles respectively. (c) Momentum difference from R-point ∆k as a function of φ, which is defined in

(b), different types of degenerate points are colored following the color-code in (b).
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FIG. S4. (a) and (b) display the results of ab-initio band structure calculation around R-point without and

with SOC respectively. When SOC is neglected, spin degeneracy is preserved and therefore all bands are at

least two-fold degenerate. At the Brillouin zone boundary (i. e. R to M) all four bands are degenerate due to

the protection of crystalline symmetry. Taking SOC into account, the spin degeneracy is therefore lifted and

only at the Brillouin zone boundary the bands are fully two fold degenerate due to orbital degree of freedom.

This spin splitting effect is also clearly demonstrated with the Fermi surface orbit presented in (c) to (f). At

the high symmetry (100) plane, the orbits sit exactly at the zone boundary and therefore for (c) non-SOC

case all four orbits are degenerate while for (d) SOC-included case they are doubly degenerate. Meanwhile

for orbits sit at the (110) plane, the non-SOC scenario features two spin-degenerate orbits that show four-fold

degeneracy only at the zone boundary. While for SOC-included case, the four non-degenerate orbits display

a intersecting pattern which results in not only the similar degeneracy protected by crystalline symmetry but

also quasi-symmetry protected degeneracies that are not located at the high symmetry directions.
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Fermi surface 1+, 2- Fermi surface 1-, 2+

FIG. S5. To clearly demonstrate the intersecting pattern of the Fermi surfaces, here we plot the Fermi

surfaces 1+/2− and 1−/2+, they intersect at the quasi-symmetry protected degenerate rings.
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FIG. S6. Fermi energy-dependence of Fermi surfaces 1+ and 2+. Except for the natural reduction of Fermi

surface size, the degenerate rings also become smaller with lower Fermi energy. And when the Fermi level

locates exactly at the type-II Weyl node, the rings shrink and reshape to eight Weyl points.
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FIG. S7. Fermi surfaces 1+/2+ and quasi-symmetry protected degenerate planes. They intersect exactly at

the eight degenerate rings.

FIG. S8. The eight quasi-symmetry protected degenerate planes.
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FIG. S9. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of device-1. A long bar of a 6 by 6 µm2 cross

section is fabricated with FIB. The golden part stands for the deposited gold thin film for obtaining low

resistance ohmic contact and the CoSi crystalline part is colored purple. (b) Illustration of field and current

orientation of Shubnikov-de-Hass (SdH) oscillation measurements. θ is defined as the angle between the

applied field and [001] axis. (c) SdH oscillations as a function of angle θ. Here ρosc = ∆ρ/ρBG with ∆ρ

the oscillating part of the magnetoresistance (MR) and ρBG the MR background subtracted by a 3rd-order

polynomial function. (d) Fast-Fourier-transformation (FFT) spectrum of SdH oscillations displayed in (c).

The two main peaks correspond to two pairs of Fermi surface orbits with same cross section areas.
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FIG. S10. (a) SEM image of device-2. Here the gold thin film is covered with FIB-deposition of Carbon

thin film (grey) for protection of ion beam tail during microstructure fabrication. The current is applied

along [11̄0] axis. (b) Demonstration of field and current orientation of SdH measurements. For device-2 the

magnetic field is applied within the (11̄0) plane, and θ is defined as the angle between the applied field and

[001] axis. (c) Angular dependence of SdH oscillations ρosc. (d) FFT spectrum of SdH oscillations. Again

two and only two mean frequencies are observed. (e) Angular dependence of SdH oscillation frequencies

and theoretical prediction of both quasi-symmetry and avoided-crossing models. Only quasi-symmetry

model successfully reproduced the experimental results.
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FIG. S11. Fermi surface orbits with field applied along different directions obtained from DFT band struc-

ture calculations. Here θ is defined the same as in Fig. S3(a). The largest estimated breakdown gap ∆ ≈ 2

meV occurs when field is applied along [110] axis (θ = 90◦).
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FIG. S12. DFT-calculated Band structures (black) and k · p model fitting (red) around the R-point. (a) The

fitting along the R −M line generates parameters C0, A1, B1 for the k · p Hamiltonian without SOC. The

remaining parameters C1, C2, C3 are obtained for the k ·p Hamiltonian without SOC along the R−Γ line.

(b) Fitting the strength of SOC λ0 for the k ·p Hamiltonian with SOC (the R-model) along the Γ−R−M

line.
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FIG. S13. Fermi surfaces at Ef = −0.06 eV in the Γ − R −M plane. (a) Fermi surfaces generated from

the R-model, eight near crossings are found and marked by light-blue solid circles. As a comparison, the

Fermi surfaces for the P -model is shown in (b), which display eight exact crossings (marked by purpose

solid circles). The zoomed plots for the near/exact crossings are shown in (c),(d) and (e). (c) R-model

calculations indicate a very tiny gap for the near crossings. (d) The exact crossings in P-model with only

first order perturbation is shown for a comparison, of which the two-fold degeneracy is protected by the

quasi-symmetry. (e) After adding the second-order perturbation corrections to the P -model, the quasi-

symmetry is broken and thus the exact crossings are gapped. In all figures, the unit for energy is eV and

that for momentum is Å−1.
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(a) (b) (c)

B//[001] B//[110]

B//[001] B//[110]

(d) (e)

FIG. S14. (a) The spin texture (colored arrow) for all four Fermi surfaces calculated from the P -model.

As discussed in the main manuscript, since the spin of the eigen-states is parallel or anti-parallel to the

momentum, Fermi surfaces with different spin character(+/-) have opposite spin-polarization at the same

momentum. (b) and (c) present the spin texture of Fermi surface orbits with field applied along [001] and

[110] direction respectively. (d) Nodal line on the Γ − R −M plane with θ ∈ {0, π/2} and φ = π/4

obtained by solving dz(k) = 0 in Eq. (S49). (e) Energy gap on the nodal line caused by the second-

order perturbation corrections, δeff(2) = 2
√

(δdx)2 + (δdy)2, in unit of meV. This gap is resulted from the

second-order perturbation which involves the spin-flipping terms. The momentum k is in unit of Å−1.
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FIG. S15. The Berry curvature distributions around the near crossings on the Γ− R −M plane. In (a),(b)

and (c), the three component of the Berry curvature (Ωx,y,z) are shown for the the 1−-band. The black

lines stand for the Fermi surface contour with Ef = −0.06 eV. The zoomed plot for Ωx in (a) is shown in

(d),(e) and (f), where we compare the Fermi surface flow as the distributions of Ωx. The Fermi energies

are Ef = −0.097 eV, Ef = −0.09 eV, Ef = −0.08 eV for (d), (e), and (f), respectively. The singularity

is at the type-II Weyl points, as well as that for the 6-fold degeneracy at the R-point. And the large Berry

curvature almost sits at the near crossings (marked by the dark-red solid circles) on the Fermi surface. In

all figures, the unit for energy is eV and for momentum it is Å−1.
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FIG. S16. Energy-dependent Berry curvature in momentum space for the 1−-band. The large Berry curva-

ture is a direct result of near-degeneracy due to quasi-symmetry.
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